
UW MADISON APPLICATION ESSAY PROMPTS

UWâ€“Madison does not prefer one application over the other. Please We do not require the writing portion of either the
ACT or the SAT. Our test If you apply with the UW System Application, you will need to answer the following prompt.

Pay attention to the style of your essay so that your narrative is tight, engaging, and powerful. Those words put
you through the ringer, but you emerged victorious. We are going to update this guide with the prompts for as
soon as they become available. To dip your toe into city life? We'll send them straight to your inbox. Why will
the college be a better place because of your presence? Research opportunities? Need help with your college
applications? Last summer, you were one of the few interns at a local research hospital, where you helped
discover a previously unknown bacterium. Use this prompt to explore something that isn't obvious from the
rest of your application. Share it! This gives you the freedom to write about anything you choose, for not only
do the prompts cover a wide range of topics, but option 7 allows you to write on a topic of your choice. In
addition, share with us the academic, extracurricular, or research opportunities you would take advantage of as
a student. Serving as the captain of a school athletic team demonstrates both leadership and athletic
achievement while selling handmade crafts at charity auctions demonstrates concern for community and
artistic achievement. If you fail to address the "why" of the question, you've failed to present the admissions
folks a full window into your passions and interests. The acre campus is located right next to downtown
Madison, which is consistently ranked as one of the best college towns in the country. In addition, share with
us the academic, extracurricular, or research opportunities you would take advantage of as a student. The key
is just to make sure admissions officers get a more in-depth look at who you are through the lens of the
activity. This article addresses strategies for responding to the essay prompts. The University of
Wisconsin-Madison is asking for another mega personal statement of words!


